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PREFACE 

A field survey of 80 small stream reaches was conducted during the summer 
of 1975 to determine the amount of recreational use of small streams in 
Wisconsin. Data gathered from the survey have been used to assess the 
significance of small streams as a recreational resource. 

The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
established a 1983 goal of bringing the waters of the nation up to a quality 
which provides for recreation in and on the water. Certain small streams in 
Wisconsin currently are not meeting the 1983 goals. This report attempts to 
measure the potential recreational benefits to be gained from improving the 

water quality on these streams. 
This study was undertaken in conjunction with the DNR water quality 

standards revisions for small streams. These designate standards for stream 

reaches based upon the hydrologic characteristics and potential beneficial uses 
of the streams. The small stream survey was designed to determine if the 
proposed standards are in accord with the recreational uses which occur on 
small streams.
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INTRODUCTION | 

Wisconsin is a headwaters state, in ment. These problems occur largely be- This study was directed toward determin- 
that for all practical purposes the streams cause this type of discharge lends itself to ing the significance of small streams as a 
flowing through it also originate within | anaerobic conditions derived from the recreational resource, and measuring the 
its boundaries. This means that there are deposition and decomposition of sludge potential recreational benefits to be der- 
large numbers of small creeks, streams, solids in the stream bed. Additional prob- ived from improving the water quality of 
and rivers throughout the state. | lems may arise from toxic conditions, these watercourses. The information is 

Many Wisconsin communities are lo- especially ammonia and chlorine toxicity, needed by the Department to determine 
cated along or near small streams. Some which cause a change in the ecosystem of appropriate water quality standards for 
of these communities were established the stream. Many types of fish, as well as these streams and to set priorities in its 
along railways and roads which followed other typés of aquatic life, will not toler- pollution abatement effort. 
watershed divides. Whatever the reason, ate these conditions, while slimes and A survey of the literature was made to 
the result of this locational tendency is other tolerant species may often become = determine what information had previ- 
the necessity for such communities to established in these reaches of the stream. ously been generated on this topic. There 
discharge treated wastewater into nearby The 1972 amendments to the Federal —_ were a few site specific studies of usage 
small streams. This arises because the Water Pollution Control Act established on high quality trout streams (Hunt 
small streams often provide the only a 1983 goal of bringing the waters of the 1966), but nothing of a broad nature 
viable discharge conveyance for that nation up to a “quality which provides for needed for state level decision making. : 
wastewater. the protection and propagation of fish, Other studies of a more comprehensive 

The ability of these small water- shellfish, and wildlife, and provides for nature have been directed only at large 
courses to assimilate waste discharges is recreation in and on the water”. Upgrad- watercourses, especially lakes (Reiling, 
very limited and some degree of pollution ing all of the small streams in Wisconsin Gibbs and Stoevener 1973). A study of 
may be observed in the streams. Effects to a higher level of water quality would the relationship between water quality 
of wastewater discharge on a small require advanced levels of wastewater and recreation demand on lakes in 
stream will vary greatly depending upon treatment for the communities which southeastern Wisconsin is currently being 
a number of factors, including the size, discharge to small streams. Many of — undertaken by the Water Resources Cen- 
temperature, and gradient of the receiv- these communities have asked why they ter at the University of Wisconsin 
ing stream, the degree of treatment, and should be required to attain these high | (Schneider and Petrie 1976). However, 

the amount of effluent being discharged. levels of treatment on streams which have none of these studies examined recrea- 
The most evident problems associated little or no value as a recreation resource, tional uses of small streams nor did they 

- with small streams receiving wastewater and which could not support a significant, attempt to assess water quality standards 
discharges are odor and other unaesthetic diverse aquatic population regardless of | on small streams from a recreational use 
changes resulting from inadequate treat- the quality of the wastewater discharge. perspective. 

STUDY DESIGN 

EXPLANATION OF TERMS ered a small stream when there is a large according to three hydrologic categories 
amount of effluent in proportion to the as outlined in DNR Water Quality 

stream’s base flow. As a result, secondary Standards Revisions for Small Streams 
Small Streams levels of treatment will generally not (1976): continuous streams, noncontinu- 

produce the quality of effluent required ous streams, and effluent ditches. Defini- 
to attain water quality standards. A tions of these categories are as follows: 

The term small stream has no clear- nonaffected stream reach meets the fol- 
cut definition. However, for the purposes lowing two criteria: (1) The stream reach Continuous Stream — a watercourse 
of this study, the operational meaning of does not receive the effluent of a waste- which has a natural Q7,10 low flow of 
“small stream’ can best be expressed by water treatment plant; (2) The reach has greater than 0.1 cubic feet per second 
reference to one of the two categories of flow and physiographic characteristics (cfs) or which exhibits characteristics of 
small streams — either discharge-af- similar to that of a discharge-affected a perpetually wet environment, and 
fected streams or nonaffected streams. A stream located nearby. The reason for capable of supporting diverse aquatic 
discharge-affected stream reach is that defining nonaffected reaches in this way biota and flow in a defined stream chan- 
reach downstream from an outfall of a will become clearer in the discussion of nel. The Q7,10 low flow is the 7-day 
municipal wastewater treatment plant. the study design. mean low flow which has a probability of 

2 The discharge-affected stream is consid- The small streams were also classified occurring once in 10 years.



Noncontinuous Stream — a water- discharge-affected small stream reach. streams. Potential recreational benefits 
course which has a defined stream chan- surveyed, a corresponding nonaffected would be estimated on the basis of recrea- 
nel but with a Q7,10 low flow of less than stream reach in the immediate area was tional use levels on the nonaffected 

0.1 cfs and does not exhibit characteris- also surveyed. Whenever possible, both streams. 
tics of being perpetually wet without reaches were surveyed on the same day. 
wastewater discharges. For each discharge-affected-nonaffected 

pair, the nonaffected reach was of ap- STREAM SURVEY 
Effluent Ditch — a discharge convey- proximately equivalent flow and physi- © | 

ance, constructed primarily for the pur- ographic characteristics to the discharge- A total of 80 stream reaches were 
pose of transporting treated effluentfrom -— affected reach. The fundamental reason surveyed. Of these, 40 were discharge- 
the wastewater treatment plant outfall to for making use of such paired stream affected streams and 40 were nonaffected 

a naturally occurring watercourse (e.g., reach observations was to obtain com- streams. This number of surveys was 
continuous or noncontinuous stream). parable recreational use data for dis- chosen in order to achieve a sample of 

charge-affected and nonaffected reaches. sufficient size. More surveys could not be 

The small stream reaches were also These data facilitate inferences concern- conducted due to budgetary and time 

categorized as either fish and aquatic life, ing differences in recreational use be- cons. ae | 
or less than fish and aquatic life. Defini- tween discharge-affected streams and The geographical distribution of 
tions of these categories, as outlined in nonaffected streams. We expected that surveyed streams was designed to be 
DNR Water Quality Standards Revi- total recreational use would be greater on similar . the spatial distribution of dis- 
sions for Small Streams (1976) are as the nonaffected streams than on the dis- | Charge-affected reaches. Accordingly, we 
follows: | charge-affected streams. Presumably the decided to survey a certain number of 

absence of effluent in the nonaffected Streams per DNR District, based upon 
Fish and Aquatic Life — applied to reaches should result in better water that District’s percentage of discharge- 

natural streams or rivers where the main- quality, and therefore stream-related fected watercourses (Table 1, Fig. 1). 
tenance of a rishery habitat is feasible or recreational use should increase as water 
where public health considerations are quality improves. Therefore, paired ob- 
important, or for recreational activities. servations would enable inferences to be TIME CONSTRAINTS 

made regarding potential recreational 
Less Than Fish and Aquatic Life — benefits to be gained from upgrading In order to achieve a representative 

applied to streams which would not meet water quality in  discharge-affected sample of frequencies of recreational use 
the Fish and Aquatic Life criteria listed 
above. oo 

This categorization was used basically 0 of | 
because Public Law 92-500, the Federal | Ve | 

Water Pollution Control Act Amend- | & | | 
ments of 1972 mandates that all surface | 
water courses must meet fish and aquatic 
life (and body recreation) standards by | 

Users and Property Owners ae eal | 

| A stream user, or recreational user, is y.) Lo O | 
an individual who, while a particular eae 7 
stream reach is being surveyed, is engag- | webr cE — if | 

ing in recreational use which is related to 
the presence of that stream. a Loyal prea /~’ | 

A property owner is defined here as an S| 
individual owning property adjoining a J Sranton@ Seymours ©. oars 
surveyed small stream. Property owners \ 
were classified as either residential or Fegncis Creek 

. agricultural. A residential property owner po ockbridge i 
is defined as a property owner having a Se Nozionz 
residential dwelling unit on a lot with Ss | 
frontage on a surveyed stream. An + | 
agricultural property owner is defined as 2 [— omira 
a property owner using his land for SOUT eel / | 
agricultural purposes and whose farm- oY — | 

stead is adjacent toa surveyed stream. © | Oconomor pmonee Falts QS Mount Horeb EAST 

AED STREAM ee a CONCEPT eT Seen | 
0 40 80 | 

The basic goal of the study was to SCALE Ores | 
gather and analyze recreational use data 
for small streams. A paired streamdesign FIGURE 1. Stream survey locations within DNR 
was employed to that end. For each districts. 3



of small streams, certain time constraints 

, | were incorporated into the survey 
. schedule. Surveys were conducted over 

TABLE 1. Proportion of stream survey all days of the week: both weekend days 
allocated to each DNR District of expected heavy use and weekdays of 

| as expected light use. A schedule of stream 
Percentages Number of . 

| Number of of Total Stream Pairs surveys was derived so that an equal 

7 - District Municipalities Municipalities | Surveyed number of streams would be surveyed 
a each day of the week (Fig. 2). This 
North Central 19 8.3 3 particular chronology of stream surveys 
Lake Michigan 1 311 12 Nas set up to avoid spatial and temporal 

Southeast 43 18.9 8 The survey was also designed to assure 
Southern 51 22.4 9 equal survey frequency over all hours of 

the day. Planning surveys for all parts of 
| West Central 33 14.5 6 the day was advantageous in that the 
| Northwest 11 4.8 2 schedule included times of expected 

rs heavy use, e.g., Saturday and Sunday 
, Totals 128 100.0 40 afternoons and weekday evenings, as well 
a as times of expected light use, e.g., morn- 

| ings and early afternoons on weekdays. 
In order to achieve comparability be- 

tween discharge-affected streams and 
| nonaffected streams, the survey was de- 

signed so that the total sample would 
| | contain a nearly equivalent number of 

: . discharge-affected and nonaffected 
streams on each day of the week. The 
time of day of the surveys was designed to 

SUN. MON. TUE. WED. THU. FRI. SAT. be similar in discharge-affected and 
JUL. 27 JUL. 28 JUL. 29 JUL. 30 JUL.31 | AUG.1 AUG. 2 nonaffected samples. 

Southeast Southern Southern Southern 

STREAM SELECTION 

AUG.3 AUG.4 AUG.5 AUG.6 AUG. 7 AUG.8 AUG.9 CRITERIA 

Southern _| North Central | Lake Lake Lake Several criteria were used in the selec- 

| | ff Michigan | Michigan Michigan tion of the particular streams to be 
. surveyed. Each DNR District was allot- 

AUG. 10 AUG. 11 AUG. 12 AUG. 13 AUG. 14 AUG. 15 AUG. 16 ted its representative share of the surveys. 

Locations of the streams to be surveyed 
| within a particular district were chosen 

Moe West Central | West Central | West Central Southeast from that district’s list of municipalities 

“_ , whose treatment plants discharge ef- 
AUG. 17 AUG. 18 AUG. 19 AUG. 20 AUG. 21 AUG. 22 AUG. 23 fluent into small streams. In addition, 

stream pairs were selected such that 
various sizes of communities, from a few 

Southeast Southeast Southern North Central | North Central hundred to a maximum of 32,000, were 

represented. : 
AUG. 24 AUG. 25 AUG. 26 AUG. 27 AUG. 28 AUG. 29 AUG. 30 A discharge-affected, nonaffected 

stream pair was chosen for each munici- 
pality. The nonaffected stream was near- 

Northwest Northwest Southeast Southeast West Central | West Central ly equivalent to its discharge-affected 

partner in every significant respect, ex- 

AUG. 31 SEPT.1 SEPT. 2 SEPT.3 SEPT. 4 SEPT.5 SEPT.6 cept for its lack of discharge from a 
wastewater treatment plant. Equivalent 
channel characteristics included continu- 

ake Lake Lake Lake Southern ous or noncontinuous character of flow, 
Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan amount of flow, and extent of modifica- 

: tion of the stream course. Lengths of 
SEPT. 7 SEPT. 8 SEPT.9 SEPT. 10 SEPT. 11 SEPT. 12 SEPT. 13 stream courses through a community, or 

distances of stream reaches from the 
community, were kept as equivalent as 

Southern possible within each stream pair in order 
to minimize biases in recreational use due 
to population. It was also advantageous to 
attain nearly equivalent accessibility 

characteristics for both members of a 
FIGURE 2. Calendar showing dates of stream stream pair. Furthermore, similar to- 

4 surveys for each DNR district. pographic characteristics were required



for a discharge-affected stream and its ‘ 
nonaffected equivalent. | NONAFFEGTED f 

A stream reach of approximately 2 SURVEYED 
miles was surveyed in every case. This \ / 
distance was selected because the degrad- | ‘ - | 
ing characteristics imparted to streams S&S —s 
by the discharge from a wastewater treat- R\ 

ment plant (WWTP) were normally as- wTP STOCKBRIDGE 
similated within 2 miles of the discharge LAKE DISCHARGE cn ee 
point. In addition, it was found that two WINNEBAGO ~~ 
or three stream surveys per day could be creer 
accomplished with 2-mile stream rea- ww DISCHARGE AFFECTED 
ches, thereby allowing a large sample of ve REACH SURVEYED 
streams to be surveyed within a few | 
weeks’ time. Figures 3-6 illustrate exam- : I 
ples of the types of stream reaches > etme 
surveyed. : bed 

: FIGURE 3. Paired stream reach Example #1 — 
FIELD SURVEYS “Similar but separate streams’. 

Stream use data collected in the field | 
at the stream site included: (1) recrea- 7 No 
tional use data from stream users, (2) Yl ON. 
recreational use data from property own- YY SL MN 
ers along the stream, and (3) land use Yh — ‘ 

data along the stream reach. These data UV; ~~ “Ni NONAFFECTED 
were gathered by walking the stream an Uj — REACH 
course and filling out questionnaires and . WY ‘ SURVEYED 
data sheets designed specifically to obtain Yj i KN 1. 
information about stream use. Where the ” Ye Y ‘5 owe \ | 
stream was inaccessible (only a few y Aw o- | \ 

cases) the surveyor walked 2 near the UY Wy | Mo, | 

stream course as possible. The surveys LY “iy 
required a median time of 2% hours of WU yYyy "Cap, 

field work per 2-mile stream reach. Dura- ue LL LL L/ ao “Or, . | 
tion of individual surveys varied from 1 ~ Yj} ar Re, 
hour for the most accessible streams to we Y f %y 6 

3% hours for the least accessible streams. ae a My 
For collecting data on stream users, ~~ ae 

each user encountered on the stream was a | 7 
interviewed and type of recreation along 
with starting and ending times of that use ° V2 tmile 

were noted. The user was then asked to hs tt | 
estimate the number of days he or she 
used that stream reach for various recrea- ; 
tional purposes within the past year. Age, F IGURE 4. Paired stream reach Example #2 — 

sex, and residence of the user were Branches of same stream”. 
recorded, as well as distance from the 
user’s residence to his or her point of 
recreational use. The location of the 
stream reach, type of stream (discharge- 
affected or nonaffected), and time of the NONAFFECTED “ \ / 
interview were also recorded on the ques- 5 Rech D c J 1 
tionnaire. y’ ( 

For collecting recreation use data f ’ 
from property owners, the type of prop- / ) 
erty, i.e., agricultural, residential, or WWTP DISCHARGE 
commercial (however, no commercial ae 
properties were surveyed ) was noted. The CECT “Do ee i 
property owner estimated the frequency REACH K 
of each type of recreational use on the SURVEYED ) GRANTON 
small stream for the entire household for X 
the previous year. The property owner’s Neen 0 (/2 Imile 
concept of the stream, age and sex of the bd 
property owner, stream reach on which 
the property was located, and time of 
interview were also recorded. . 

Not every property owner on each FIGURE 5. Paired stream reach Example #3 — 

stream reach was interviewed. Because of | Upstream-downstream reaches on single 
time constraints, a maximum of two ‘Sfream . J



property owners per stream reach was 
interviewed. The average number of 

\ property owners who were interviewed 

yt? was slightly over one per stream reach. | 
i \ : Lack of property owner dwellings near 
\ f the stream or absence of property owners — 

| from their dwellings resulted in no in- 
a | terviews on 20 percent of the stream 

NONAFFECTED © J reaches. . 
REACH Fa Very early in the survey it was ap- 

SURVEYED ° parent that use by agricultural property 7 
owners varied considerably from that by 
residential property owners. This differ- 

; ence, in addition to the desire to obtain 
Uj h comparable observations within individ- 

| ual stream pairs, resulted in the imple- 
Y/; mentation of certain criteria in choosing 

ANTIGOZZ | which Property owners to interview on 
Ye, individual stream reaches. Wherever pos- 

Y J Vy, sible, both the number and type of prop- 
Yy ° erty owners interviewed were the Same on 
fg oth reaches of a stream pair. In addition, 

, Y/4 the total sample of property owners was 
Ll nearly equally split into agricultural and 

9 1/2 mile residential categories to best facilitate 
Lo comparison of recreational use between 

WWTP p—" | these types of property owners. 
| DISCHARGE DISCHARGE 7" Land use information, including types 

| AFFECTED ir of land use and percentage of the stream 
REACH a? 

SURVEYED & reach occupied by each land use, was 
| “0 recorded upon completion of each field 

! survey. Characteristics of the channel 
| | course, flow in the channel, and channel 

banks were also observed and recorded. 
Slopes, relief, and lithology of the sur- 
rounding topography were noted. The 

FIGURE 6. Paired stream reach accessibility of the stream was described, 
Example #4 — “Upstr eam-downstream as were weather conditions, time of sur- 

reaches with community between’’. vey, and location of survey. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF STREAM REACHES 

PHYSICAL CHANNEL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The stream channels of the surveyed entirely straightened (Table 2). Dis- wastewater treatment plant discharge. 

streams were very small, i.e., generally a charge-affected streams were more often About three-fourths of the small 
few feet wide, and a few inches to a few straightened than were nonaffected streams had rapids along parts of their 
feet deep. Documented measurements of streams, most likely because certain dis- courses. Rapids were defined to be those 

discharge at points on the stream reaches charge-affected streams were  con- portions of the watercourses where the 

indicated very low flow (Gebert and structed to transport wastewater effluent water moved swiftly due to a sudden 

Holmstrom 1974). Eighteen percent of to a nearby natural stream. Reaches with elevation change in the stream bed. Num- 
the streams had Q7,10 of 0.00. Q7,10 of dry or intermittent flow were entirely bers of rapids varied from one or two per 
0.1 cfs or less occurred on 47 percent of absent on discharge-affected streams, but stream reach to hundreds per stream 
the streams; only 6 percent of the streams occurred on one-fourth of the nonaffected reach. Those streams without rapids were | 
had Q7,10 of 1.0 cfs or greater. streams (Table 2). This suggests that usually straightened reaches on flat to- | 

Most stream channels were natural; about one-fourth of the discharge-af- pography. The average stream gradient | 
only 38 percent had straightened por- fected streams would be dry or intermit- for the entire sample was 18.7 ft per mile, 

6 tions, with only 7 percent of the reaches tent, rather than continuous, without the although slopes on individual reaches



varied from 2 ft per mile for a few - 
straightened segments on flat topography 7 
to over 100 ft per mile in hilly topography 

| near Cashton. 

TABLE 2. Channel characteristics of small streams 

VISIBLE WATER QUALITY : Discharge- 
CHARACTERISTICS Affected Nonaffected All 

____Channel Characteristic ss Streams Streams __—Streams_ 
Average length surveyed 2 miles: 2 miles 2 miles 

Vegetation occurred in portions of ; 
both types of streams, but was found in a Streams all or partially straightened 48% 28% 38% 

slightly higher percentage of discharge- Streams entirely straightened 10% 5% 7% 
affected streams (Fig. 7). However, Average portion of stream reach : 
vegetation in the stream bed may have which is straightened 22% 15% 18% 
occurred because of a dry bed, agricul- 
tural nutrients, or nutrients from waste- Streams with dry or intermittent 
water treatment plant discharge, in addi- flow in portions of the reach 0 287% 14% 
tion to other factors. Streams with entirely dry or 

Certain negative water quality char- intermittent flow 0 3% 1% 
acteristics occurred more frequently on Average portion of stream reach 

cischaree altected \E ie. 7) ane lor with dry or intermittent flow 0 16% 8% 
nonattected streams (Fig. /). -color , : 

| water and/or excessive algae growth oc- Streams with rapids 18% 19% 16% 
curred on portions of 62 percent of the Average gradient of stream 
discharge-affected streams, but occurred (ft./mile) 17.6 19.8 18.7 
on only 15 percent of the nonaffected nT 
streams. Offensive smells were evident on 
one-fourth of the discharge-affected 
streams but were not evident on any 
nonaffected streams. 

) 

CHARACTERISTIC 

sranm bed 

appearance or RrSsSsesicesuseseeseeesueeseeeeeeset eee usetertesesutetesetesatesssaneetesatteesattenatetesaseteterenscetren tone nuisance algae 

Visually noticeable po 
im p rove ment EERE EEE 

downstream 

5 30 45 60 
PERCENT OF STREAMS 

(-] NONAFFECTED STREAMS DISCHARGE-AFFECTED STREAMS 

FIGURE 7. Frequency of selected water quality 
characteristics. 7



] Although many discharge-affected 
| streams exhibited unaesthetic water qual- 

| ity characteristics, these characteristics 
TABLE 3. Accessibility of small streams were sometimes visible only immediately 

. | downstream from the wastewater treat- 
Discharge- ment plant discharge. Unaesthetic char- 

_.. Affected  Nonaffected All acteristics disappeared by the end of the 
______ Accessibility “Streams _—Streams _ Streams. 2-mile reach on about one-half of the 
Overall accessibility rating streams. Streams improved in ap- 
(Percent of streams) pearance mostly where many rapids were 

| | Inaccessible 33% 15% 24% present and where the amount of flow 
greatly increased downstream. 

Intermediate 42% 52% 41% Closer examination of those small 
Accessible 25% 33% 29% streams exhibiting negative water quality 

characteristics suggests that certain 
Transportation crossings per reach properties of the stream reach helped 
(Number of streams) promote these characteristics: for exam- 

| Roads 1.18 2.45 1.81 ple, low stream gradient, small base flow 

Driveways, farm roads, paths 0.93 0.93 0.93 oh arse from. sone otuny of as 
Railroads 0.18 0.20 — 0.19 plant, or certain agricultural practices, 

, | — — _ such as heavy fertilization of crops near 
Total — 2.29 3.58 2.93 the stream, or extensive stockwatering of 

the stream, which introduces large 
Transportation bordering all or part amounts of non-point pollutants into the 
of stream course (Percent of streams) small stream. 

Roads 23% 5% 14% The appearance of the small streams 
| Paths | 3% 18% 10% varied during the weeks of survey, prob- 

: ably because of changing weather condi- 
; | Railroads 5% 3% 4% tions. Hot and dry weather occurred 

SS KT — during the first three weeks of the survey; 
| | cooler and much wetter weather 

prevailed during the final three weeks of 
the survey. Because the wet weather 

: restored considerable base flow in the 

small streams, the appearance of the 
7 streams was generally more aesthetic 

during the last three weeks of the survey 
than during the first three weeks. Because 

| | changing weather conditions greatly af- 
, fect the appearance of small streams, 

characteristics of a stream on any par- 

TABLE 4. Average land use on small stream reaches ticular day should not be viewed as 
typical of conditions on that stream over 

a the long run. On the other hand, since the 
| Discharge- interval of this particular survey was 

Category See Nena ected 5 tains associated with a variety of weather con- 
ditions, this sample of streams probably 

No. farmsteads and residences/mile 1.2 1.5 1.3 represents a typical range of small stream 
conditions occurring over longer periods 

No. animals stockwatering or of time. 
pasturing/mile 9.8 13.6 11.7 

Percent of land in: 

Recreation 1.1 5.7 3.4 ACCESSIBILITY 

Crops 18.5 19.5 19.0 

Pasture 86 26.1 26.4 Accessibility of the streams varied 
considerably from reach to reach. About 

Farmsteads and residences 2.4 2.9 2.7 one-quarter of the streams were rated 

Commercial 0.1 0.2 0.2 easily accessible and another quarter as 
relatively inaccessible (Table 3). Ac- 

Industrial 1.0 0.2 0.6 cessible reaches were associated with 
Forest 23.5 26.4 24.9 recreation facilities, residences, pasture, 

Grassland 112 95 10.4 cropland, and roads or paths following 
the stream course. Inaccessible reaches 

Marsh 11.4 7.4 9.4 were associated with marsh, _ tall 
Other 4.0 21 3.0 grassland, forest, and lack of nearby 

SS transportation routes. Nearly one-half of 
the streams were rated moderately ac- 
cessible, i.e., they contained some easily 
accessible reaches interspersed between 

8 some inaccessible reaches.



Accessibility was nearly the same on comprised an average of only 3.4 percent : 
discharge-affected reaches and nonaf- of the stream reaches. Farmsteads and 
fected reaches, except that paths more _ residences, industries, and commercial 
often followed nonaffected streams than enterprises occupy even lesser amounts of 
discharge-affected streams. It can be im-. stream reaches than do recreational facil- 
plied that paths more often followed ities. Other uses, - associated with 3.0 

| nonaffected streams because these percent of stream reaches, most often 
stream reaches offer more aesthetic ap- include waste refuse areas, roads and 
peal than do discharge-affected reaches, road construction. 

and therefore are used more frequently. Land uses on the discharge-affected 
The overall similarity in accessibility | streams were similar to those on the 
most likely prohibits any bias in user  nonaffected streams, except for recrea- | 
frequencies toward either discharge-af- tion (Table 4). Recreational facilities 
fected or nonaffected stream types. comprised an average of 5.7 percent of 

nonaffected stream reaches, compared to 
only 1.1 percent of discharge-affected 

LAND USES reaches. The number of farm animals | 
seen using the stream for stockwatering, 
or pasturing in the nearby vicinity, aver- 

_Land uses adjacent to watercourses aged 13.6 per mile on nonaffected rea- 
varied from stream reach to stream ches and 9.7 per mile on discharge- 
reach. However, most individual stream affected reaches. Thus, the frequency of 
reaches were associated with one of three stockwatering and pasturing was 40 per- | 
predominant land-use types: usually cent higher on nonaffected streams than 
either forest, pasture or cropland (Table on discharge-affected streams, even | 
4). Marsh and grassland each accounted though lengths of stream reaches devoted 
for about 10 percent of the average to pasturing were similar on both types of 
stream reach. Recreational facilities streams. 

| STREAM USE 

USE BY GENERAL PUBLIC About two-thirds of the users were | streams very near their residences, and 
seen on Sunday. Wednesday, Thursday, (2) a minority of users who are vacation- 
and Friday each had.a few users; no users ing and using streams far removed from 

General Characteristics were interviewed on Monday, Tuesday, __ their residences. 
or Saturday. The absence of recreational A large number of the users were 
use on Saturday was a surprise; however, children or adolescents. Two-thirds of the 

A total of 38 stream users was in- the municipalities surveyed on Saturday users were 19 years of age or younger; the 
terviewed during the entire survey. They were not located in large metropolitan § median age of all users was about 15. 
were located on 10 of the 80 reaches areas, whereas some of those surveyed on Most of the users were youths probably 
surveyed; 8 of these 10 reaches were Sunday were in large metropolitan areas. because two-thirds of the survey interval 
nonaffected streams and 2 were dis- This was not intended in the study design; | coincided with the summer vacation of 
charge-affected streams. Most users were however, the small sample size probably the public school systems. 
found in groups of 2 to 7 people. The permits large day-to-day differences in 
largest portion of users who were in- number of users encountered. User . 
terviewed (40% ) were near Milwaukee; recreation activity was scattered through- Discharge-Affected Versus 
the next largest portion (32% ) were in out the day; times of recreation use Nonaffected 
east central Wisconsin (Fig. 8). Almost extended from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
all users were found in either Southeast, The stream users’ residences were 
Lake Michigan, or North Central DNR generally very near their points of recrea- Thirty-two of the 38 interviewed users 
Districts (Table 5). No users were seen tion use. Sixty-three percent of the users were on nonaffected stream reaches; only 
during surveys in West Central and were within 5 miles of their residences;40 6 were on discharge-affected stream rea- 
Northwest Districts. percent were within 1 mile. Only 13 ches (Table 6). The majority of all users 

For all people seen on or near the percent of the users, all found in the were either fishing (17) or hiking/ strol- 
streams the highest recreational use oc- North Central DNR District, were at ling (13). Lesser numbers were swim- 
curred near Milwaukee and in east cen- least 100 miles from their residences, i.e., ming, picnicking, or engaging in other 
tral Wisconsin (Fig. 9). This distribution they were vacationing. Thus, there are uses. All users on discharge-affected 
suggests that greatest recreational use of apparently two categories of smallstream streams were fishing, whereas users on 
small streams occurs where nearby popu- users: (1) the majority of users residing —_ nonaffected streams engaged in a variety 
lation densities are highest. in densely populated areas and using _ of uses. No boating/canoeing users were 9



encountered, most likely because the flow | . 
in most small streams is too small to “ nd | : 
attract boating or canoeing use. a LP 

The 32 users on nonaffected reaches : 
used those nonaffected stream reaches a © NONAFFECTED STREAMS 
total of 1,034 days during the previous @ DISCHARGE ~AFFECTED STREAMS 
year, an average of 32 days per user. : : 
However, the 6 users on discharge-af- | | 

| fected reaches used those reaches only 38 
days during the year, or 6 days per user. € 
These data suggest: (1) there are more . 
users on nonaffected streams than on 

| discharge-affected‘ streams, and (2) fo 

there are greater frequencies of recrea- pia O 
tional use per user on _ nonaffected 
streams than on _ discharge-affected Medford ® ) : 
streams. SS | | [yf 

Not all people seen along the stream a 
reaches could be interviewed. In certain YO P| 
cases, users were seen in the distance but J 2 BCasco 
had left the stream reach prior to the time 
that the surveyor was able to reach their 
point of recreational use. In other cases, po le | 
large groups of about 50 people were | he Francis Creek 

. using recreational facilities along a \ 
_ stream, and time constraints did not py | 
allow interviews of all these users. Al- Pe 
though all users were not interviewed, the ene’ 
numbers of such users and their types of a C 
use were recorded. Thus, the total num- = ononee Fall 
ber of users either interviewed or seen " onl rete rs 
along the stream reaches was 312. Of 
these 312, a large number were using |) 
recreational facilities constructed along Pe] } a 
the stream: 150 were golfing on three golf | : 
courses, 50 were in a campground, and 
another 50 were either picnicking or (ee —— : 
swimming at a man-made pool during a SCALE OF MILES 
children’s festival. Of those users in- - 
volved in these large group activities, only FIGURE 8. Location and numb er of s ir eam 
3 people were actually interviewed. In users interviewed. 
addition, 8 people. bicycling or 
motorcycling, 3 people playing softball, 
and 13 people hiking/or strolling, were 
seen making recreational use of the 
stream reaches, but could not be reached 

for interviews. 
Of the 274 people seen but not in- 

terviewed, the majority were making a 
less direct use of the stream than those 
interviewed. This large group of less TABLE 5. Number of users by DNR District 

direct users might be termed “‘secondary”’ — Digharsee 
ischarge- 

users, whereas the smaller group that was Affected  Nonaffected All 
interviewed and was making more direct DNR District Streams Streams Streams 
use of the stream can be termed “pri- a 
mary” users. Even within the primary — , 

user group, there are those who use the Lake Michigan 2 10 12 
stream most directly (for swimming and North Central 0 9 9 
fishing ) and those who use the stream Northwest 0 0 0 
less directly (for hiking). 

It is noteworthy that a total 295 Southeast 4 11 15 
people were seen using the small streams Southern 0 2 2 
or recreational facilities along nonaf- 
fected stream reaches, but only 17 people West Central oO oF oO 
were seen along discharge-affected rea- 
ches (Table 7). Thus, based on the total Total 6 32 38 
number of people seen using small ——$—$—$—$—————————————————— 
streams or recreational facilities along 
streams, there is much greater recrea- 
tional use on nonaffected streams than on 
discharge-affected streams. 

10 There were 24 man-made recreational



| facilities on the nonaffected watercourses 
038 oe and only 6 on_ discharge-affected 
iad . watercourses (Table 8). Frequencies of 
of C CAMPING UNITS : recreational facilities on nonaffected | | G GOLF COURSE | 

F CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL streams exceeded frequencies of recrea- 
@ NONAFFECTED STREAMS tional facilities on discharge-affected 

a B DISCHARGE ~AFFECTED STREAMS streams for every type of facility. City 
: parks were located along nonaffected 

reaches in Granton, Pittsville, Oco- : 
nomowoc, Menomonee Falls, and 
Seymour; a city park occurred along a 

: discharge-affected reach only in Me- 
nomonee Falls. An “Official Kid’s Trout 

Bb Stream” was surveyed near Gillett. A 
campground was near Paddock Lake; 

| Pt | golf courses were near Lancaster, Lux- 
pO | emburg, and Pewaukee. 

| ft 5 — eM2 Casco Stream Classification 

LSE LA | re Pittsville F | 

é 
po Gh Francis Creek User data were compared with the 

\ streams classified as continuous (19 
| f streams ) or noncontinuous (18 streams). | 

The number of users was much higher on 
| the continuous streams, with 26 users, 

7 , my, than on noncontinuous streams, with 3 

dL ; : Menomonee Falls USETS. 
| Q GY’) The number of users was also deter- 

Lancaster prow oe waukee mined for those streams classified as “‘fish 
| 50eG ar and aquatic life” (15 streams) and “‘less 

: than fish and aquatic life” (22 streams). 
son joen Fate Streams classified as suitable for fish and 

| aquatic life had 26 users, compared to 3 | 
9 ae — users on streams less suitable. 

SCALE OF MILES Streams classified as continuous or 
: suitable for fish and wildlife, therefore, 

_ FIGURE 9. Location and number of all people support greater recreational use than do | 
engaging in some form of recreation on the other small streams. | 
or near small streams. a | | 

| Recreation Benefits Of 
Improved Water Quality 

The higher number of users on nonaf- 

TABLE 6. Number of users interviewed fected streams compared to discharge- 
————————eooeeeeeeeeeeee affected streams is assumed to be as- 

_____Number Interviewed sociated with the character of the 
Discharge- | streams. Restoring to discharge-affected 
Affected Nonaffected All streams those characteristics of nonaf- 

Type of Use Streams Streams Streams fected streams would likely result in an 
. equivalent rise in recreational use levels. 

Fishing 6 1 17 Given these assumptions, it is possible 
Picnicking 0 1 1 to estimate the recreational benefits of 
Hiking/Strolling 0 13 13 improving water quality on discharge- 

affected streams. In estimating the poten- 
Swimming 0 4 4 tial benefit, the data used are the 32 users 
Boating/Canoeing 0 0 0 on nonaffected streams and the 6 users on 
Oth 0 3 3 discharge-affected streams. It is assumed | 

ther —— _— —_ that this ratio correctly represents the 
Total 6 32 38 ratio of use between these stream types. 

The units of recreational benefit to be 
estimated are expressed in hours per 
stream mile per year. Since each individ- 

| | ual survey took place during only a few 
hours, a major part of the estimation of 
the recreational benefit involves exten- 11



TABLE 7. Number of people seen along | 
| stream reaches undertaking various recreational : 

activities * | 

Discharge- TABLE 8. Number of man-made recreational 
| Affected Nonaffected facilities seen along stream reaches. 

Activity Streams Streams SS 

_ | Discharge- 
Fishing 6 11 Affected Nonaffected 
Picnicking 0 5 Type of Facility Streams Streams 

Hiking or strolling 6 20 City park 1 5 

Swimming 0 30 Private park 0 3 

Boating or canoeing 0 0 Official kids trout stream 0 1 

Camping 0 50 Pond 5 11 

Golfing 0 150 Campground 0 | 1 

0 3 
Bicycling or motorcycling 2 6 Golf course _—_ __ 

Other _ 3. 3 Total 6 24 

Total 17 295 

*Not all of these people were interviewed. Refer to 

text for a detailed explanation. 

sion of data from the short interval of the equivalent to a ratio of | user seen in the hours of use per stream mile per year on 
field survey to the long interval of an survey for each 6.67 users on that reach nonaffected streams and 165 expected | 
entire year. In this extension of the data it during the entire day. hours of use per stream mile per year on 

_ is assumed that the rate of use during the Given a ratio 6.67 expected users per discharge-affected streams (Figure 10). 
times of survey also occurred during the each user seen, the number of expected | 
remainder of the recreational year (sum- users per day per stream reach is: 
mer months). | USE BY PROPERTY 

: comprised only a small fraction of each Xx 

survey day, the pr Gbaruity “ nner expected users/user interviewed 
ing a recreational user who used the — aoe. ar number of strea 
stream reach during that day was rather streams General Characteristics 
small. It is even possible that a user was Based on the 32 users from 40 nonaf- 
on the stream reach anring the survey fected streams, there are, in the mean, —SA_ total of 86 property owners was | 
Interval Out not seen Oy the surveyor, 5.33 expected users per day per stream _ interviewed, including 43 property own- 
because the surveyor had not yet reached reach on nonaffected streams. Given the . th 5 locati the st by th ers along discharge-affected streams and 
é c the S focation jet d hi ream 5 : ’ 6 users from 40 discharge-affected 43 along nonaffected streams. The sam- ime the user completed his recreationa streams, there are 1.00 expected users Pet —_ ple was almost equally split into agricul- 
use and left the stream reach. This was day per stream reach on discharge-af- ; speciall ‘ble. b the av f tural and residential types; 41 were 
ie c ic y Precr ie sl use “le Shen ected streams. If these numbers of ex- agricultural property owners and 45 were 
uration Of recreational use was less than pected users per day per stream reach are residential property owners. Of the 41 

the average duration of each survey (1.83 extended over the recreation year, and h 214h spectively) “ agricultural property owners, 21 were on 
Thus. the pe babilit of. respe ‘etine then divided by the number of miles per discharge-affected streams and 20 were us, the po na ility Oh ng a stream reach, the number of users per on nonaffected streams. The sample of 

dav ofsury a timat d © stream 0 stream mile per year can be estimated. residential property owners contained 22 
y Ob survey Is estumated as: This number is: from discharge-affected reaches and 23 

_ ; from nonaffected reaches. In 84 percent 
P= averaee uration ofeach survey expected users/day/stream reach of the entire sample of property owners, 

ength of recreation day x both the numbers and types of property 
x 180 days owners were the same on both reaches of 

average duration of use 2 miles/stream reach a stream pair. 
average duration of each survey 

Note that the recreation year is as- ; . 
Assuming that the recreation day is sumed to extend over one-half year. The Owners’ Evaluation of 

about 12 hours long, and given that 2.14 estimated number of users per stream Streams 
hrs is the average duration of each survey, mile per year is 480 on nonaffected 
and 1.83 hrs is the average duration of streams and 90 on discharge-affected 
use, P is 0.15. This 0.15 probability of streams. If the number of users is mul- Property owner evaluations of dis- 
seeing a user during the survey, given that tiplied by the average duration of use charge-affected streams were greatly dif- 

12 he uses the stream on the day of survey, is (1.83 hours), there are 880 expected ferent from their evaluations of nonaf-



fected streams. Only 21 percent of the downstream end of the 2-mile reach, such ences were larger for “in-stream’’ uses 
property owners on discharge-affected that most of the degrading wastewater (fishing, swimming, and boating / canoe- 
streams perceived their streams to be discharges had already been assimilated ing) and smaller for “‘near-stream” uses 

. “clean” while 79 percent of the property into the stream. (picnicking and hiking/strolling). Ap- 
owners on -nonaffected streams perceived Property owners on _ nonaffected parently, the degrading characteristics of 
their streams to be “clean”. Those who streams who said their stream reaches effluent from wastewater treatment 
Classified their stream “polluted” were 72 were “clean” most often cited tlie clear or plants decrease in-stream uses more than 
percent on discharge-affected reaches clean appearance of the stream. Other near-stream uses. , 
and 16 percent on nonaffected reaches. reasons included no sewage in the stream, The average frequency of recreation : 
About 6 percent of the property owners presence of aquatic life, no debris or | use per property owner household was 
said they had no opinion, either because garbage, and spring-fed water (Table significantly lower (20 days per year) on 
they had not observed their stream reach, 10). Reasons most frequently given by _ discharge-affected streams than on 
or because the stream appeared toexhibit — the few property owners for designating — nonaffected streams (53.2 days per year) 
both “clean” and “polluted” characteris- their nonaffected stream “polluted” in- (Fig. 12). This difference in amount of 
tics at various times. cluded off-color water or excessive algae, _—_ use is statistically significant at the 99 

Those property owners who ccharacter- _-debris or garbage in the stream, death of _ percent confidence level(P=<.01). It . 
ized their discharge-affected reaches as aquatic life, and industrial waste. also occurred for each type of use (Table 
“polluted” most often cited sewage in the 7 11), and was more pronounced for in- 
stream or discharge from an upstream stream uses than near-stream uses. 
wastewater treatment plant as their pri- Discharge-Affected Versus A comparison of recreational use on 
mary reason for designating the reach as Non affected discharge-affected and nonaffected 
“polluted” (Table 9). Negative water streams was made for individual stream 
quality characteristics, such as offensive pairs wherever property owners in- 
smells, off-color water, and excessive al- Recreational use by property owners terviewed occurred on both streams in the 
gae, were the next most frequently given was substantially higher on the nonaf- pair in equal numbers and types. Figure 
reasons for categorizing the reach “pol- fected watercourses than on the dis- 13 illustrates the average number of days 
luted”. charge-affected watercourses. Sixty per- per year of recreational use per property 

Among the few property owners who cent of property owner households on owner for each reach of the stream pairs. 
classified their discharge-affected reach nonaffected streams used their stream for Three types of paired difference are ap- 
to be “clean”, the most frequent reasons recreation, while only 27 percent of prop- . parent from examination of these individ- 
were clean appearance of the stream and erty owner households on discharge-af- ual stream pairs: 1) slightly over half the 
lack of debris or garbage. Two of the fected streams used their stream for pairs exhibit greater use on the nonaf- 
respondents stated that there was no recreation (Fig. 11). This higher fected reach than on the discharge-af- 
sewage in the stream. These property percentage use occurred for each type of — fected reach; 2) about ten percent of the 
owners usually had property near the use (Table 11). However, these differ- stream pairs are associated with greater 

TABLE 9. Property owner evaluations of discharge-affected streams 

a Number 
: Evaluation Answering Percent 

“Clean” 9 1 oem hrs 

“Polluted” . 31 72 stream mile 
per 

No Opinion 3 7 year 

Totals 43 100 

Reasons for designating stream “Polluted” 

Sewage in stream 19 61 
Offensive smell 14 45 
Off-color appearance or algae 14 45 
Aquatic life killed 8 26 
Industrial waste 6 19 
Cannot use for recreation 5 16 
Cannot drink water 5 16 | 
Debris or garbage in stream 3 10 i65hrs 
Others 3 10 per 

stream mile | 
Reasons for designating stream “Clean” 

Clear or clean appearance 4 

No debris or sarbape in stream 3 NONAFFECTED DISCHARGE- 
No sewage in stream 2 STREAMS AF FECTED 

Spring-fed water 1 STREAMS 
Can use for recreation 1 

FIGURE 10. Estimated recreational use 
of small streams by the general public. 13 

|



use on the discharge-affected reach than | 
on the nonaffected reach; 3) and forty 
percent of the stream pairs appear to have | 
no use on either nonaffected or discharge- | 
affected watercourses. A paired differ- | 
ence test (Mendenhall 1968) was used to | | 
assess the significance of differences in Nonusers | | 
recreational use between nonaffected rea- 40% 
ches and discharge-affected reaches on : 
individual pairs. Test results showed that of) 
property owner use on _nonaffected 53.2, 
streams was significantly greater than “ Nonusers Recieation 
was property owner use on discharge- | 73% Der 

affected streams (P= <.01). oe | year 

Agricultural Versus es 

Residential Users 
= 60%: | | 
Hoes ~ 20.0 

When the entire sample was divided Se a Recreation 
into agricultural property owners and Oe days 
residential property owners, substantial oe ys per 
differences in amounts of recreational use ree em 
were noted between these two groups. ee ee 
Sixty-five percent of the residential ee Bees 
households uS ed th eir water course durin g | prereteretetenitrecettrereneterete cetera receseceetedecetetenedetectreretetenenenes 

: the year prior to the survey, while only 26 NONAFFECTED | DISCHARGE- NONAFFECTED DISCHARGE - 
percent of agricultural households used STREAMS AFFECTED STREAMS AFFECTED 
their watercourse (Fig. 14). Greater use STREAMS STREAMS 
by residential households than by agricul- 
tural households was evident for all types 
of recreational use (Table 12). The aver- P FIGURE 0 ° FIGURE 12. 

- age annual frequency of use was much er centage of property owners who Average frequency of stream 
_ greater for residential property owners used adjacent stream for recreation. recreational use by property owners. 

than for agricultural property owners, 
55.0 days versus 16.2 days, respectively | 
(P= <.01). A significant disparity was 
apparent between nonaffected streams 

aithes serieuieacal or sidemial property TABLE 10. Property owner evaluations of nonaffected streams 

owner categories. For only agricultural ee 
property owners, use was significantly . Number 
higher on nonaffected reaches (45%) Evaluation Answering Percent 
(re ey narse affected reaches (9% ) “Clean” 34 79 

ig. 15). 
Residential property owners also used “Polluted” 7 16 | 

nonaffected streams for recreation more No Opinion 4 5 
frequently (73%) than they used dis- — — 
charge-affected streams (45%) (Fig. Totals 43 100 
16). There were a large number of resi- | 
dential users (45%) even on the dis- Reasons for designating stream “Polluted” 
charge-affected streams. Of this, 60 per- Off-color appearance or algae 4 
cent occurred in the Southeast DNR Debris or garbage in stream 3 
District in Milwaukee, Racine and Aquatic life killed 3 
Kenosha SMSAs; 15 percent in the Mad- Industrial waste 2 
ison SMSA, and only 25 percent over the Offensive smell 1 
remainder of the state. Apparently, the Cannot use for recreation l 
recreation demands on those small sewage om nous 
streams located in densely populated Agricultural rertilio ote 1 
areas are sufficient to require recreation- 
al use on certain discharge-affected rea- Reasons for designating stream “Clean” 
ches. The average annual use for residen- 
tial households is 74.3 days on Clear or clean appearance 19 56 

No sewage in stream 11 32 
nonaffected streams and 34.9 days on Aquatic life in stream Fs 74 

discharge-affected streams. The greater No debris or garbage in stream 6 18 
recreational use on nonaffected streams is Spring-fed water 5 15 
statistically significant (P= < .05). No offensive smell — 2 6 
Average annual residential household use Can drink water 2 6 

of nonaffected reaches is about six times $e 
as great as average annual agricultural 

14 household use of discharge-affected rea-



EAST TROY HAWKINS | : Nonusers | 
MENOMONEE FALLS ——— | ANTIGO _————— | 35% 

PEWAUKEE MINOCQUA 

COLUMBUS | (] NONAFFECTED STREAMS PITTSVILLE |; Nonusers 
DODGE VILLE DISCHARGE -AFFECTED FRANCIS CREEK 74% eR 

LANCASTER euieTt | | ee 
ORFORDVILLE Lena | — eee 

VERONA LUXEMBURG |———— oe 
CASHTON OAKFIELD = Users 2] es SE eo, aE 

CLEAR LAKE St. NAZIANZ OR 
| ELLSWORTH sermon FJ ees 

GRANTON fp STOCKBRIDGE Te es 
LOYAL | WITTENBERG [| ee se 

DAYS/YEAR/PROPERTY OWNER DAYS/YEAR/PROPER TY OWNER iota es 

AGRICULTURAL RESIDENTIAL 

FIGURE 13. Property owner recreational use — FIGURE 14. Percentage of agricultural and 
paired observations. residential property owners who were stream 

users. 

TABLE 11. Recreational use of streams by property owners 

Percent Who Use Streams Average Use, Days Per Year | 

Discharge- Discharge- 

Affected Nonaffected All Affected Nonaffected All 
Use Category Streams Streams Streams Streams Streams Streams 

Fishing 16 48 32 3.8 13.6 8.7 

Picnicking 11 18 15 3.1 3.2 3.1 

Hiking/strolling 16 34 25 10.4 20.5 15.5 

Swimming 6 25 16 0.5 7.2 3.9 

Boating/canoeing 6 18 12 0.5 3.3 1.9 

Other * 6 23 15 1.7 5.4 3.5 

Total 27 60 44 20.0 $3.2 36.6 

*Hunting, camping, ice skating, ice hockey, cross-country skiing. 

| 15



| | ches, 28.5 days per year versus 4.6 days 
per year, respectively (P= < .05). 

TABLE 12. Comparison of recreational use of - 
agricultural and residential property owners oe eam waassitication 

LS ersus USe 

Recreation Type Agricultural Residential 

Percent of property owners | Property owner recreational uses were 
_ compared to hydrologic categories and 

Fishing a1 46 use subcategories of the small streams. 
Picnicking 7 24 Stream classifications were available for 

_. . | 37 of the 40 discharge-affected reaches in 

Hiking or strolling 10 8 the survey. At the time of the analysis the 
Swimming 12 21 classifications from West Central and 

| Boating or canoeing 4 24 Southeast DNR Districts were only pre- 
liminary, while classifications in other 

Other 5 26 DNR Districts were final. Because of the | 
small sample size, the few effluent ditches 

Average number of days per year in the sample were combined with the 
Fishing 6.0 11.1 noncontinuous streams. In every case it 
Picnicking 2.3 4.4 was assumed that the nonaffected stream 

_. in each stream pair had the same hydro- 
Hiking or strolling 4.1 25.2 logic and use classifications as did its 
Swimming 2.8 4.8 discharge-affected equivalent. 
Boating or canoeing 0.4 32 Recreational use by property owners 

on continuous streams averaged 51.0 

Other _0.6 _6.3 days per year per household. On less than 
continuous streams (i.e., those classified 

Total | 16.2 990 either noncontinuous or effluent ditch) 
I recreational use was only 25.6 days per 

| year per household, or only about half 
that on the continuous streams (Fig. 17). 
The difference is statistically significant 

| at the 95 percent confidence level. 
On fish and aquatic life streams the 

average use was 52.8 days per year; for 

| the streams classified as less than fish and 
aquatic life the average use was only 27.1 

| days per year (P= < .05) (Fig. 17). 
Nonusers Therefore, it is readily apparent that 

27% recreational use on continuous streams 
was significantly higher than recreational 

Nonusers use on noncontinuous streams. Similarly, - 
55% aS recreational use on streams classified as 

renee Nonusers fish and aquatic life was significantly 
es 55% greater than recreational use on streams 

es classified as less than fish and aquatic 
. life. 

Nonusers se 
91% See SS . 

ee ee ee Small Stream Classification, 
. Be || | Water Quality, and Recrea- 

_goUsers ee EE 49% ee 
45% oe ee | 
Es ees es We have seen that recreational use of 

ee ees es small streams is associated with the water 
— Users ee Ce quality of those streams. It has also been 
Se eS ee demonstrated that recreational use is ee Ee Q% 2: eee ee eee related to the hvdrolosic characteristics 

NONAFFECTED DISCHARGE - NONAFFECTED DISCHARGE - of small streams. Recreational use of 

STREAMS STREAMS. STREAMS AFFECTED small streams increases as water quality 

STREAMS improves. Is the recreational use related 
to water quality on all hydrologic catego- 
ries of streams? Do streams with certain 
hydrologic characteristics serve to gain 

FIGURE 15. FIGURE 16. the most recreational use when the water 
Recreational use by agricultural Recreational use by residential _ quality improves? 

property owners on discharge- property owners on discharge- For noncontinuous streams, nonaf- 
16 affected and nonaffected streams. affected and nonaffected streams. fected streams had only slightly more



HYDROLOGIC CATEGORIES | 

| 
NONCONTINUOUS OR : | : 

| EFFLUENT DITCH : 

USE SUBCATEGORIES 

LIFE | 

LESS THAN FISH AND : 
AQUATIC LIFE | 

0 lO 20 30 40 50 

DAYS/YEAR/PROPERTY OWNER 

FIGURE 17. Average recreational use by | 
hydrologic categories and use subcategories. 

7 HYDROLOGIC CATEGORIES 7 

continuous 
| 

NONCONTINUOUS OR ee [J NONAFFECTED STREAMS | 
EFFLUENT DITCH DISCHARGE-AFFECTED | 

SEES es conetenes STREAMS ; 

) 
USE SUBCATEGORIES | 

Fast AND AQUATIC 
we 

Less tuneisnann [| 
mavaneurs 
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DAYS/YEARS/PROPERT Y OWNER | 

FIGURE 18. Recreational use on discharge- 
affected and nonaffected streams for 
hydrologic categories and use subcategories. 17



recreational use than did discharge-af- presently discharge-affected. Given the 
: fected streams. The same was true for same assumptions used earlier in the 

streams classified less than fish and calculation of recreational benefits from 
aquatic life (Fig. 18). Apparently, im- user data, recreational benefits can be 
provement in water quality on streams calculated from the property owner data. 
which do not have continuous flow and Amounts of recreational benefits calcu- 

| cannot support a diverse aquatic life will lated from property owner data serve as a 
probably result in little additional recrea- useful comparison with recreational ben- 
tional use. efits calculated from user data. . 

On the other hand, improvement of The average use per property owner 
water quality from discharge-affected to on nonaffected streams was 53.2 days per 380 hrs 
nonaffected on continuous and fish and year, and on discharge-affected streams, per — 
aquatic streams will probably result in 20.0 days per year. Assuming an average Stream mile 
great additional recreational use. For duration of use at 1.83 hours (derived ar 

| continuous streams, recreational use on from the user interviews), households of 4 
the nonaffected reaches was nearly four the property owners on _ nonaffected | 
times that on discharge-affected reaches streams averaged 97.5 hours of recrea- 
(P= < .01) (Fig. 18). On fish and tional use per year, and on discharge- ores 
aquatic life streams, recreational use on affected streams, 36.6 hours of recrea- . stream mile 
the nonaffected reaches was nearly five tional use per year. From county plat | per 
times that on discharge-affected reaches books and the surveyor’s land use data, it year 
(P= < .01). was calculated that each 2-mile stream . 

reach contained an average of 7.8 prop- NONAFFECTED DISCHARGE- 
erty owners. Hence all the property own- STREAMS AFFECTED 

Recreation Benefits of ers on the 2-mile nonaffected reaches STREAMS 
Improved Water Quality used these stream reaches an average of 

760 hours per year; on the discharge- 
| affected 2-mile reaches, use was 285 

The significantly greater use by prop- hours per year. Therefore, the recreation- 

erty owners of nonaffected streams im- al use was 380 hours per mile per year on FIGURE 19 
plies a substantial recreation benefit tobe | nonaffected streams and only 143 hours , . ee 
gained by restoring nonaffected stream per mile per year on discharge-affected Estimated recreational use of small 
characteristics to those streams whichare Streams (Fig. 19). streams by property owners. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS | 

The amounts of recreational use vary tional activities on such streams. Viewed 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS from stream to stream, due, in part, to from a more positive perspective, im- 
OF SURVEY visible physical dissimilarities among the provement of water qualities on dis- 

different reaches. One characteristic of charge-affected streams can be expected 
small streams which measurably affects to significantly increase their potential 

The small streams in Wisconsin area _ recreational use is the presence or ab- _for recreational uses. 
significant recreational resource. Land sence of discharge from a municipal However, factors other than the water 
specifically oriented toward recreational wastewater treatment plant. Recreation- quality of small streams are related to 
uses, such as village parks, private parks, a] use on discharge-affected streams is their recreational use. The type of prop- 
hiking trails, and commercial recreation- _—_ considerably less than recreational useon erty along the watercourse apparently is 
al facilities occur adjacent to some small — nonaffected streams. The data suggest associated with the amount of recreation- 
streams. There are considerable amounts that there is only one-fourth to one-half al use found along a stream. Residential 
of recreational use made of smallstreams — as much recreational use on discharge- households with frontage on small 
flowing through these recreation facili- affected streams as on nonaffected streams made much greater use of their 
ties. In addition, large amounts of recrea- _— streams. The differences in recreational streams than did agricultural households 
tional use also occur on certain small use between discharge-affected streams whose farm adjoined the stream. 
stream reaches without adjacent formal —_and nonaffected streams were found to be The hydrologic characteristics of 
recreational development. Amounts of statistically significant. Recreational fa- small streams are also related to the 
recreational use on small streams, ex- cilities also occurred in greater numbers frequency of recreational use on those 
trapolated from both stream users and _— along nonaffected streams. Discharges streams. Small streams which experience 
property owners, suggest average uses of from wastewater treatment plants ap- continuous flow have much greater 
about 800 hours per stream mile per year. parently degrade the water quality on recreational use than do streams which 
The value of this recreational use cannot many small streams in a way that is | do not experience continuous flow. The 
accurately be expressed in terms of dol- noticeable to potential recreational users, fact that continuous flow permits more 

18 lars and cents. thereby lessening the frequency of recrea- types of recreational activities and the



establishment of greater fish populations less benefit in improving water quality on the standards are less stringent on 
than does noncontinuous flow probably § noncontinuous streams classified | less streams which are noncontinuous and 

: accounts for the larger recreation use on than fish and aquatic life. classified less than fish and aquatic life, 
the continuous streams. where improved water quality is less 

Small streams would appear to benefit likely to result in significant recreational 
from improvement in water quality ac- FURTHER IMPLICATIONS benefits due to the natural hydrologic 
cording to the hydrologic category of the 7 characteristics of these streams. 
stream. Results of this study suggest that The results of this study lend a mea- 
recreational use on continuous streams A major conclusion of this study is sure of support to the policy of state and 
would improve significantly if the con- that the DNR Water Quality Standards federal aid to municipalities for construc- 
tinuous streams were changed from dis- Revisions for Small Streams (1976) are tion of wastewater treatment systems. 

charge-affected to nonaffected. Similar in accord with the recreational uses which Improved wastewater treatment systems 
recreational benefits would accrue to occur on small streams. In the revised result in higher quality effluent. Dis- 
streams classified fish and aquatic life | standards, the most stringent criteria are charging higher quality effluent into the 
when the water quality improves. How- applied to those streams which are con- receiving small streams leads to improve- 
ever, on streams classified as noncontinu- tinuous and classified fish and aquatic ment in water quality in the small 
ous or less than fish and aquatic life, life. It is precisely these types of small streams. Improvements in water quality 
recreational use probably would not streams which would experience the can be expected to be closely followed by 
measurably increase when water quality greatest recreational benefits from im- substantial benefits to those who use the 
improves. Therefore, there appears to be proved water quality. On the other hand, small streams for recreational purposes. 
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TECHNICAL BULLETINS (1972-76) * 

No. 52. Mercury levels in Wisconsin fish and wildlife. (1972) No. 72 Mortality of radio-tagged pheasants on the Waterloo 
Stanton J. Kleinert and Paul E. Degurse Wildlife Area. (1973) Robert T. Dumke and Charles 

No. 53 Chemical analyses of selected public drinking water M. Pils 
supplies (including trace metals). (1972) Robert No. 73 Electrofishing boats: Improved designs and operating 
Baumeister guidelines to increase the effectiveness of boom 

No. 54 Aquatic insects of the Pine-Popple River, Wisconsin. shockers. (1973) Donald W. Novotny and Gordon R. 
(1972) William L. Hilsenhoff, Jerry L. Longridge, Priegel 
Richard P. Narf, Kenneth J. Tennessen and Craig P. No. 75 Surveys of lake rehabilitation techniques and 
Walton experiences. (1974) Russell Dunst et al. 

No. 56 A ten-year study of native northern pike in Bucks No. 76 Seasonal movement, winter habitat use, and 
Lake, Wisconsin, including evaluation of an 18.0-inch population distribution of an east central Wisconsin 
size limit. (1972) Howard E. Snow and Thomas D. pheasant population. (1974) John M. Gates and 
Beard James B. Hale 

No. 57 Biology and control of selected aquatic nuisances in No. 78 Hydrogeologic evaluation of solid waste disposal in 
recreational waters. (1972) Lloyd A. Lueschow south central Wisconsin. (1974) Alexander 

No. 58 Nitrate and nitrite variation in ground water. (1972) Zaporozec 

| Koby T. Crabtree No. 79 Effects of stocking northern pike in Murphy Flowage. 

No. 59 Small area population projections for Wisconsin. (1974) Howard E. Snow 
(1972) Douglas B. King, David G. Nichols and No. 80 Impact of state land ownership on local economy in 
Richard J. Timm Wisconsin. (1974) Melville H. Cohee 

No. 60 erone or pasconsin hunters. (1972) Lowell L. No. 81 Influence of organic pollution on the density and 
essig and James B. Hale production of trout in a Wisconsin stream. (1975) 

No. 61 Overwinter drawdown: Impact on the aquatic Oscar M. Brynildson and John W. Mason 

ToD 'B Mu phy Flowage, Wisconsin. (1973) No. 82. Annual production by brook trout in Lawrence Creek 
omas 1’. Dear during eleven successive years. (1974) Robert L. 

No. 63 Drain oil disposal in Wisconsin. (1973) Ronald O. Hunt. 

| Ostrander and Stanton J. Kleinert No. 83 Lake sturgeon harvest, growth, and recruitment in 

No. 64 The prairie chicken in Wisconsin. (1973) Frederick Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin. (1975) Gordon R. 
and Frances Hamerstrom Priegel and Thomas L. Wirth 

No. 65 Production, food and harvest of trout in Nebish Lake, No. 84 Estimate of abundance, harvest, and exploitation of 
Wisconsin. (1973) Oscar M. Brynildson and James J. the fish population of Escanaba Lake, Wisconsin, 46- 
Kempinger 69. (1975) James J. Kempinger, Warren S. 

No. 66 Dilutional pumping at Snake Lake, Wisconsin — a Churchill, Gordon R. Priegel, and Lyle M. 
potential renewal technique for small eutrophic lakes. Christenson 
(1973) Stephen M. Born, Thomas L. Wirth, James No. 85 Reproduction of an east central Wisconsin pheasant 
O. Peterson, J. Peter Wall and David A. Stephenson population. (1975) John M. Gates and James B. Hale 

No. 67 Lake sturgeon management on the Menominee River. No. 86 Characteristics of a northern pike spawning 
(1973) Gordon R. Priegel population. (1975) Gordon R. Priegel 

No. 68 Breeding duck populations and habitat in Wisconsin. No. 87 Aeration as a lake management technique. (1975) S. 

(1973) James R. March, Gerald F. Martz and A. Smith, D. R. Knauer and T. L. Wirth 

Richard A. Hunt No. 90 The presettlement vegetation of Columbia County in 
No. 69 An experimental introduction of coho salmon into a the 1830’s (1976) William Tans 

landlocked lake in northern Wisconsin. (1973) Eddie No. 9 , sy ‘cipation in the river basi 
L. Avery o. 91 Wisconsin S participation in the river basin 

commissions. (1975) Rahim Oghalai and Mary 
No. 70 Gray partridge ecology in southeast-central Mullen 

Wisconsin. (1973) John M. Gates No. 92 Endangered and threatened vascular plants in 
No. 71 Restoring the recreational potential of small Wisconsin. (1976) Robert H. Read 

impoundments: the Marion Millpond experience. , ; . . , 
(1973) Stephen M. Born, Thomas L. Wirth, Edmund No. 93 iP ee tI 576) Wane S Chun oe in Lake 
O. Brick and James O. Peterson ingra. : aren ©. Wauren 

*Complete list of all technical bulletins in the series available from the Department of Natural Resources, 
Box 7921, Madison, Wisconsin 53707. 
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